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Abstract

Methods for modeling and controlling prosody with acoustic features have been proposed for neural text-to-speech (TTS) models. Prosodic speech can be generated by conditioning acoustic features. However, synthesized speech with a large pitch-shift scale suffers from audio quality degradation, and speaker characteristics deformation. To address this problem, we propose a feed-forward Transformer based TTS model that is designed based on the source-filter theory. This model, called FastPitchFormant, has a unique structure that handles text and acoustic features in parallel. With modeling each feature separately, the tendency that the model learns the relationship between two features can be mitigated. Owing to its structural characteristics, FastPitchFormant is robust and accurate for pitch control and generates prosodic speech preserving speaker characteristics. The experimental results show that proposed model outperforms the baseline FastPitch.

Index Terms: end-to-end neural TTS, non-autoregressive, pitch control

1. Introduction

Major objective of the neural text-to-speech (TTS) research is generating a natural voice that corresponds to a given sentence. Neural TTS models have become the mainstream in modern TTS research because they can synthesize natural sounding speech and comparable synthetic quality [1–3]. In [3], a feed-forward Transformer (FFT) block was primarily used to improve the synthetic quality of the mel-spectrogram.

Recently, non-autoregressive FFT-based TTS models have been proposed [4–6]. Acoustic features, such as duration, pitch, and energy, were applied in the acoustic decoder of a TTS model and to predict the target mel-spectrogram. FastPitch [6], in particular, can control the prosody of synthesized speech at the fine-grained level by changing the character-level of the synthesized pitch values.

In FastPitch [6], it was reported that FastPitch can generate the voice with manipulated pitch, which is referred to pitch-shift, while preserving speaker characteristics. In our preliminary experiments, however, we observed that pitch expressiveness and speaker similarity decreased when the pitch values shifted with a deviation from the average pitch. We believe that this performance degradation is probably due to the structural vulnerabilities in FastPitch. The acoustic decoder in FastPitch handles not only text but pitch-conditioned text information. Therefore, the decoder is prone to learning the relationship between the text and pitch.

To separately handle text and prosodic information, an additional neural network, which was trained in an unsupervised manner, extracted the latent variables of the acoustic features [7–13]. Then, the latent variables were applied in the acoustic decoder of the TTS model. In these studies, the prosody was controlled by changing the reference speech or modifying the extracted latent variables. However, because the latent variables were learned in the unsupervised manner, the desired prosodic information may not be included in the latent variables.

Another approach uses the source-filter theory [14] which describes human speech production. Speech sounds are described as the responses of a sound source and a vocal tract filter in a source-filter model. The sound source and formant frequencies formulated by the vocal tract filter affect the fundamental frequency and phonation, respectively [15, 16]. Several researchers have proposed singing voice synthesis models based on this approach [17, 18]. However speech is the domain where the duration per character is short compared to singing, and the pitch also changes more frequently within a shorter time. In speech synthesis, the approach based on the source-filter theory have been applied in several researches for modeling waveform [19–21]. However, to the best of our knowledge, the source-filter theory has not yet been applied in neural TTS for generating the mel-spectrogram.

In this paper, we propose a non-autoregressive FFT-based TTS model based on the source-filter theory called FastPitchFormant. The main approaches in FastPitchFormant are (1) decomposed structure and (2) learning objective. With these approaches, FastPitchFormant can generate the mel-spectrogram using formant- and excitation-related representations which are separately modeled. We evaluated the pitch controllability with several objective measurements. Furthermore, speech quality and speaker preservation of speech with pitch-shift were also evaluated using subjective listening tests.

2. FastPitchFormant

Figure 1 depicts the FastPitchFormant structure. FastPitchFormant has four module types: (1) text encoder, (2) temporal predictor, (3) formant and excitation generators, and (4) spectrogram decoder. All components except temporal predictors consist of stacks of feed forward Transformer (FFT) blocks. The number of FFT blocks are six, four, and two, respectively. The temporal predictors consist of 2 one-dimensional convolutional layers and predict ground-truth duration and pitch. For multispeaker TTS, we applied a speaker embedding lookup table to obtain speaker embedding. The remainder of this section provides further details on each module type.

2.1. The Text Encoder and The Temporal Predictor

The phoneme embedding vectors are represented by a phoneme sequence and a look-up embedding table with positional embedding. The phoneme embedding vectors pass through the text encoder, which then predict the hidden embedding. The hidden embedding is the input of two temporal predictors, the dur-
tion and pitch. The pitch embedding is obtained from the predicted pitch values passed through the one-dimensional convolutional layer. The hidden and pitch embedding are combined with the speaker embedding, respectively. The two representations are then discretely up-sampled and aligned with the predicted duration. We represent the up-sampled phoneme representation as \( h \in \mathbb{R}^{D \times T} \), and the up-sampled pitch representation as \( p \in \mathbb{R}^{D \times T} \), where \( D \) is the dimension of the vectors, and \( T \) is the total number of frames. \( h \) and \( p \) pass through the formant and excitation generators, respectively.

### 2.2. The Formant and Excitation Generator

We introduce formant and excitation generators into the model that are inspired by the source-filter theory [14]. The formant generator predicts the formant representation including formant-related information such as the linguistic information only using \( h \). The excitation generator predicts the excitation representation including the excitation-related information such as the prosody using both \( h \) and \( p \). In our preliminary experiments, we observed that the pitch control accuracy is compromised when the excitation representation only utilizes \( p \). To improve the pitch control accuracy, we applied a similar extension as that in [22] to the self-attention mechanism. In first self-attention layer in the excitation generator, the attention matrix and query \( Q \) are calculated as follows:

\[
\text{Attention}(Q, K, V) = \text{softmax}\left(\frac{QK^T}{\sqrt{d}}\right)V, \quad (1) 
\]

\[
Q = W_Q(h + p) + b_Q, \quad (2)
\]

where \( K \) and \( V \) are the matrices for the key and value in the self-attention mechanism, respectively, and \( W_Q \) and \( b_Q \) are the weight matrix and bias for the query, respectively. The effectiveness of this query extension is detailed in Section 3.3.1.

### 2.3. The Spectrogram Decoder

The spectrogram decoder is comprised of two stacked FFT blocks and three fully connected (FC) layers. Each FC layer generates the target mel-spectrograms. The first spectrogram is generated by the summation of the projected formant and excitation representations through the first FC layer. The first FC layer is shared by two representations. To produce the second and third FC layers, the summation of the formant and excitation representations is passed to the two stacked FFT blocks and then projected to mel-spectrogram by the second and third FC layers. In the source-filter theory, the source spectrum is multiplied by the vocal-tract filter. However, because our model handles log-scaled mel-spectrograms, we substitute the multiplication operation to summation. The outputs of each FC layer are used for the learning objective which includes all \( L_2 \) losses as an iterative loss in [23]. Because of the iterative loss, the spectrogram decoder is trained to generate the final mel-spectrogram from the summation of the formant and excitation representations, while the two generators are trained to form those representations. In the inference stage, the mel-spectrogram from the third FC layer is the final output of FastPitchFormant.

### 2.4. Learning objective

The learning objective of FastPitchFormant is as follows:

\[
L_{\text{final}} = \frac{1}{TM} \sum_{i=1}^M L_{\text{spec}} + \alpha L_p + \beta L_d, \quad (3)
\]

where \( M \) is the number of mel-spectrogram bins, \( L_{\text{spec}} \) is the \( L_2 \) loss between the target and \( i \)-th predicted mel-spectrogram from the \( i \)-th FC layer, \( L_p \) and \( L_d \) are \( L_2 \) loss between target and predicted pitch value and that of duration value, respectively. Note that any additional targets are not required to supervise the model to separately generate formant and excitation representations.

### 3. Experiments

#### 3.1. Dataset

We used an internal Korean speaker dataset sampled at 22.05 kHz, that contains 22 h of speech from a female speaker and 17 h of speech from a male speaker. One percent of the dataset was randomly selected for the test set. We calculated an 80-bin log-mel spectrogram with a fast Fourier transform size of 1024, a hop size of 256, and a window size of 1024. We used a speech recognizer to extract a forced alignment with a phoneme sequence. Thus, we calculated phoneme-level pitch values by averaging the F0 values over every phoneme. The F0 values were extracted using the PRAAT toolkit [24].
3.2. Training Setup

We trained FastPitch (FP) and FastPitchFormant (FPF) for up to 1000k iterations using a mini-batch size of 16 and the Adam optimizer [25] with initial learning rate of 0.005. The parameters of Adam optimizer were \((\beta_1, \beta_2) = (0.5, 0.9)\), and \(\epsilon = 10^{-6}\). The learning rate decreased by half every 200k iterations. For the FFT block and temporal predictors of the models, we followed the same network architecture and hyperparameters as those in [6]. VocGAN [26] was trained as the neural vocoder using a database containing approximately 40 h of speech recorded by six speakers.

3.3. Objective Evaluation

To objectively evaluate the pitch controllability of the models, pitch-shifted speech was synthesized by FP and FPF. All audio were generated by manipulating the input pitch values of model in a semitone unit. The \(\lambda\) semitone shifted pitch value, \(f_\lambda\), can be calculated as follows:

\[
f_\lambda = 2^{\frac{\lambda}{12}} \times f_0,
\]

where \(f_0\) is the original pitch value before shifted. We then generated pitch-shifted speech of the test set with ground-truth duration and pitch for \(\lambda \in \{-8, -6, -4, 0, 4, 6, 8\}\). It implies that the original pitch shifts to 63%, 71%, 79%, 100%, 126%, 141%, and 159% of its magnitude, respectively.

3.3.1. Pitch Control Accuracy

To evaluate the pitch control accuracy, we calculated the f0 frame error (FFE) [27] between the extracted pitch values from the pitch-shifted speech generated using \(f_\lambda\) and the shifted input pitch \(f_\lambda\). We also measured the FFE of FPF without the extension for query (FPF w/o Q), which is represented in Equation (2), to evaluate its effectiveness. The results are listed in Table 1. A low FFE value represents that the model can generate speech with the desired pitch. The results exhibited that FPF improved speech reproducibility with a wider range of pitch control compared to that of the baseline. When \(\lambda\) was bigger than 0, the difference between the FFE from FP and FPF was significant. In FPF w/o Q, the FFE was higher than that of the other two models. We observed that the formant generator took over most of the mel-spectrogram generation task as the number of training epochs increased in training FPF w/o Q.

The mel-spectrogram examples from the excitation and formant representations are depicted in Figures 2a and 2b, respectively. They were generated by passing the excitation and formant representations through the spectrogram decoder individually. The first row in Figure 2 shows that the formant and excitation generators in FPF were trained to model the action of the vocal cord and the vocal tract for generating speech. We conjecture that the separation comes from the difference in features exposed to each generator. In the early stage of training, prosodic-related parts such as pitch contours were generated first by the excitation generator handling the distribution of pitch that is a relatively low-level feature. As training proceeded, we can observe that the phonation had been formed gradually by the formant generator modeling linguistic features that are high-level feature. In the formant representation from FPF w/o Q, we observed contours that were similar to the contours from the final mel-spectrogram and a pitch contour in the excitation representation was flat compared that of the FPF. Therefore, because of the extension, tasks for generating speech were properly distributed to generators.

3.3.2. Robustness of Pitch Control

When the formant and excitation generator decompose speech into the formant and excitation representations well, the spectral envelope of the speech with pitch-shift should be same as that of the speech without pitch-shift. Therefore, we calculated the mel-cepstral distortion (MCD) [28] between speech with pitch-shift and speech without pitch-shift. Figure 3 illustrates the results of the MCD according to \(\lambda\) in both cases of FP and FPF. FPF had lower MCD compared to FP for all \(\lambda\).
can be elucidated that FPF can synthesize less distorted speech compared to FP even with a significant pitch variance.

We examined the changes in spectral envelopes for every $\lambda$ to visually confirm this hypothesis. Figure 4 depicts the example of spectral envelopes in the same frame of synthesized speech from FP and FPF. For FPF, the spectral envelopes for every $\lambda$ appeared to maintain their original shape, while those from FP were distorted according to $\lambda$. This indicates that FPF can synthesize speech with pitch-shift which has more consistent pronunciation compared to FP because of its decomposed structure.

### 3.4. Subjective Evaluation

For the subjective evaluation, we compared a mean opinion scores (MOS) and speaker preservation of pitch-shifted speech generated by FP and FPF. Pitch values were manipulated same as Equation (4) with $\lambda \in \{-8, -6, -4, 4, 6, 8\}$. In addition, to evaluate MOS of speech without pitch-shift, ground-truth audio (GT) and audio generated by converting ground-truth mel-spectrogram to waveform with VocGAN (GT (Mel+VOC)) were compared together. All methods generated speech from the same input transcripts and predicted duration and pitch.

#### 3.4.1. Audio Quality

Twenty samples from each model were randomly listed and evaluated, a total of 80 samples. A total of 18 native Korean speakers participated and were asked to score from 1 to 5 for each sample.

Table 2 presents the MOS results of the pitch-shifted case and Table 3 presents the MOS results of the not pitch-shifted case. We found that FPF results in MOS were comparable to those of the baseline in the not pitch-shifted case. In the pitch-shift case, FPF generated speech with close audio quality to that of the synthesized speech without pitch-shift, even when $|\lambda| = 4$. As the magnitude of pitch shift scale was increased, the difference between the FP and FPF grew larger. We can therefore conclude that FPF generates speech exhibiting improved speech quality compared to that of FP even though the pitch was significantly shifted.

#### 3.4.2. Speaker Preservation

To evaluate the speaker preservation of speech with pitch-shift, we conducted a speaker similarity preference test. Participants were requested to select the speech more similar to original speaker voice from the FP and FPF samples. The same samples that were used in the MOS evaluation for pitch-shift case were used. The results are depicted on Figure 5. There was no significant difference in speaker similarity when the pitch-shift scale was relatively small ($|\lambda| < 4$). However, most participants answered that samples from FPF preserved the speaker characteristics when $|\lambda| > 4$ better than samples from FP. Thus, we verified that FPF can synthesize speech with pitch-shift, preserving speaker characteristics.

### 4. Conclusion

This study presents a non-autorgressive FFT-based TTS model called FastPitchFormant. Based on the source-filter theory, FastPitchFormant has the decomposed structure for separately handling text and acoustic features and generates speech from them. Objective results verified that FastPitchFormant has improved reproducibility of pitch and stability in pronunciation. Subjective results also showed that FastPitchFormant can synthesize speech which has better audio quality even for widely adjusted pitch values compared to FastPitch.
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